
	

HART BLOOMFIELD, SPACE DETECTIVE  

ORIGINAL ONE-HOUR SCI-FI PILOT 

 

24-YEAR-OLD HART BLOOMFIELD is an overachieving, not-so-

recent university graduate, living with his parents in 

Suburbia and still chasing his childhood dream: to become a 

mystery-busting PRIVATE EYE.  

Fired from his job investigating INSURANCE FRAUD and with 

nothing left to lose, Bloomfield makes a desperate attempt 

to connect with the legendary DAVID GLASS, creator of the 

celebrated comic serial, KYFE SPANGLER, SPACE DETECTIVE.  

In doing so, Bloomfield uncovers a MIND-BLOWING SECRET... 

and embarks on an INTERPLANETARY JOURNEY filled with GREEN-

SKINNED ALIENS, villainous REAL ESTATE MOGULS, and even his 

HIGH-SCHOOL EX-GIRLFRIEND — who just so happens to be his 

new partner in crime-solving.  

 

HART BLOOMFIELD is an endlessly inventive live-action 

series set against the vivid backdrop of KORAAX, an ALIEN 

METROPOLIS where humans live as SECOND-CLASS CITIZENS, 

slaving away in menial jobs for the green-skinned 

Koraaxians. A stranger in a foreign land, Bloomfield must 

learn quickly how to navigate the divide between EMBITTERED 

EARTHLINGS and PREJUDICED KORAAXIANS, or else risk being 

liquefied by a host of shady figures on either side.  



	
 

The result is an enthralling HYBRID: at once, a poignant 

COMING-OF-AGE DRAMA, a searing SOCIAL COMMENTARY, and a 

black box of sci-fi GENRE THRILLS waiting to be unlocked. 

Light years away from his parents’ house, we may just see a 

directionless twentysomething become a full-fledged SPACE 

DETECTIVE — if he can figure out what one looks like. 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE  

• Primary: Millennials, all genders, 18-34 
• Secondary: Generation Xers, all genders, 35-54 

POTENTIAL BROADCASTERS 

Canada 
• Space Channel (in association with an international 

broadcaster such as BBC Worldwide) 
• Co-production between Netflix and one Category A 

Specialty Channel (Potential partners include IFC, 
Showtime, FXX, VICELAND, MTV Canada)  

United States 
• Netflix or Amazon Original Series 
• IFC Original Series, in possible co-production with 

Syfy or BBC Worldwide 
• AMC Originals with Int’l partner, e.g. BBC Worldwide 
• VICELAND in co-branding partnership with any one of 

Netflix, Amazon Prime, IFC, or FX

 


